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ABSTRACT  9 

Platinum, as a key catalytic material, is important for the global green transition due both to its 10 

current main use in autocatalysts and its increasing use in emerging and renewable energy 11 

technologies such as fuel cells and electrolysers. In this study, we developed a dynamic material 12 

flow analysis model to characterize the global platinum cycle between 1975 and 2016 and to 13 

develop scenarios for future global platinum demand to 2050. Our results show that the 14 

autocatalyst and jewellery uses represent the most primary platinum use and possess the highest 15 

platinum stocks in use by 2016; however, when closed loop recycling is considered, the gross 16 

platinum demand from the glass industry would be the largest. Many socioeconomic (e.g., 17 

population and car ownership) and technological (e.g., engine and energy technologies) factors 18 

will affect the future demand for platinum in a global green transition. Our analysis concludes 19 

that, only in high demand scenarios and when fuel cell market penetration is high compared to 20 

the expected, the aggregate demand to 2050 will exceed the 2016 global platinum reserves. 21 

Improving the end-of-life collection and recycling rates would be important to address potential 22 
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future supply risks due to geopolitical reasons. These demand scenarios and further mapping of 23 

the global platinum value chain can help inform government and industry policies on 24 

transportation and energy transition, platinum supply risk mitigation, and recycling capacity 25 

planning and technology development. 26 

 27 
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1. INTRODUCTION 40 

The post-Paris Agreement era continues to face a daunting and urgent dual challenge of 41 

satisfying growing societal demand (e.g., transportation) and significantly curbing greenhouse 42 

gas (GHG) emissions. The emerging and renewable energy technologies, such as wind turbines, 43 

solar panels, and battery and fuel cell vehicles, are widely recognized as necessary for the global 44 

green transition in a climate-constrained world1. However, such a transition requires a large 45 

number of critical and precious metals, such as rare earth elements (REEs), lithium2, cobalt3, and 46 

platinum group metals (PGMs)4 amongst others. This consequently raises questions of resource 47 

availability issues for large scale implementation of these technologies5 due to the highly 48 

concentrated geographical distribution6 of these critical materials, lack of effective substitutes4, 49 

and political instability in some producing countries7. Therefore, an understanding of future 50 

demand and potential supply bottlenecks for these critical materials will be important for 51 

government and industry decision making on sustainable transportation and energy transition, 52 

supply risk mitigation, and technology development in the long term. 53 

 54 

Platinum is an example of a critical8, yet unevenly distributed (91.3 % of reserves in South 55 

Africa9) metal, for the global green transition. Platinum is used widely in a variety of industrial, 56 

chemical, medical, and environmental applications that are indispensable for our sustainable 57 

societal transition. The transportation sector, in particular, as one of the key intervention but 58 

difficult sectors to develop climate-friendly technologies due to the fuel energy density it 59 

requires, relies significantly on platinum. At present, the majority of internal combustion engine 60 

(ICE) vehicles need platinum-based autocatalysts to convert the harmful chemicals released from 61 

the engine exhaust into less detrimental products such as carbon dioxide, molecular nitrogen, and 62 
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water vapour. In the future, sustainable and renewable fuels, in parallel with efficient battery 63 

technologies, will be key10 for a low carbon transportation transition (especially for long-haul 64 

and heavy-duty vehicles, ships, and aviation where batteries cannot cover the required range), 65 

and production of these fuels often requires platinum as a catalyst. For example, polymer 66 

electrolyte membrane electrolysers (PEMEL) for hydrogen and further electrofuel (mixtures of 67 

hydrogen from electrolysis and carbon from sustainable sources such as biogas or the air to form 68 

a gas or liquid fuel) production and proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) currently 69 

depend significantly on platinum as a catalytic material6,11.  70 

 71 

Several governments have already announced plans to ban ICE vehicles12, indicating a 72 

significant societal commitment towards gradually phasing them out over the coming decades. 73 

Meanwhile, it is expected that the demand for fuel cell vehicles and other new applications for 74 

platinum (e.g., in electrolysers) will increase in a green transition. It is, therefore, important to 75 

understand the implications of such a transition for platinum demand, recycling opportunities 76 

and challenges, and related supply risk and environmental impact mitigation.  77 

 78 

Earlier studies have characterized the platinum cycle and demand-supply balance at different 79 

scales and from various points of view. Most of these studies focused on the characterization of 80 

the historical and/or current platinum cycle and especially its end use in different sectors, at the 81 

country (e.g., Germany13 and Japan6), regional (e.g., EU14), or global4 scale. These studies are 82 

based mainly on a material flow analysis (MFA) approach, but other methods such as input-83 

output analysis15 and system dynamics16 were used as well. They provided an overview of the 84 

platinum flow and efficiency throughout our economy. A few studies have further modeled the 85 
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future demand of platinum in major end use sectors based on scenarios and  compared the 86 

availability of PGM reserves with the automotive sector’s demand17,18 or the increasing demand 87 

of fuel cells in the future17,18,20,21,22. However, there are still two major knowledge gaps that need 88 

to be addressed.  89 

 Most studies did not consider the varying end of life (EoL) management and recycling 90 

routes (e.g., open or closed loop recycling) of different platinum end-use products in 91 

detail (except very few static or country-level studies13,4), which would have a significant 92 

impact on the platinum cycle13 and future primary platinum demand.  93 

 The future platinum cycle and demand scenarios developed in the literature often do not 94 

consider in details the temporal dynamics of market transformation and technology 95 

penetration for all end use sectors. In particular, the assumptions on fuel cell penetration 96 

and technology efficiency (platinum intensity) are often outdated21,22, and the increasing 97 

demand of electrolysers towards global renewable energy transition has seldom been 98 

considered in previous studies.  99 

 100 

The main reason that previous studies excluded electrolysis is that the only commercial type of 101 

alkaline electrolysis does not use platinum. However, a shift towards polymer electrolyte 102 

membrane (PEM) electrolysis is expected11 (for example, it is better suited for flexible operation 103 

time), and it is, therefore, necessary to include electrolysers in future scenarios. Electrolysers will 104 

be of high importance in a future energy system reliant on hydrogen, the source of which in a 105 

renewable system is limited to electrolysers and biomass. Hydrogen use is not limited to fuel 106 

cells, if the hydrogen is mixed with CO2 from biogas, cement kilns, or the air to form methane. 107 
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Methane can, find use in gas motors to back up the electricity grid, or as feedstock in a gas to 108 

liquid plant and then as a fuel in transportation in the engines that we have today.  109 

 110 

Robust platinum demand scenarios would help understand the quantity, quality, and dynamics of 111 

scrap availability, and thus opportunities and barriers for recycling23 (e.g., investment in 112 

recycling infrastructure and technologies24  based on a different framework condition of platinum 113 

cycle in the future) and consequent environmental implications25,14. For example, Alonso et al. 114 

analyzed declining ore grades and the environmental implications of mining PGMs17 based on 115 

mass flow scenarios. These scenario results, together with consideration of the geopolitical 116 

conditions4 and opportunities for future additional primary production, will help identify supply 117 

risk mitigation strategies and plan future recycling capacities. 118 

 119 

The aim of this study is to address the abovementioned knowledge gaps using a dynamic MFA 120 

model, for the gross demand of platinum in a global green transition up to 2050. All end-use 121 

sectors have been considered (including fuel cells and electrolysers) in the future demand 122 

scenarios and the EoL management and recycling routes have been investigated in details. We 123 

have then discussed the implications of the consequent demand in terms of potential supply 124 

constraints and opportunities and challenges of recycling. 125 

 126 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHOD 127 

2.1 System definition  128 

The system definition of the global platinum cycle is shown in Figure 1. The major life cycle 129 

stages of the platinum cycle include: extraction and production; processing and manufacturing; 130 

use; and end of life management.  131 

 132 

Platinum can be produced via either primary (Processes 1, 2, and 3) or secondary (Processes 20, 133 

21, and 23) routes. After production, platinum in the form of powder and bars is used in different 134 

applications, after undergoing the stages of manufacturing of intermediate or final products 135 

(Processes 6-10) and then the use stage (Processes 11-19). The largest current market demand for 136 

platinum comes from autocatalysts (Process 16) and jewellery (Process 19). Large gross demand 137 

comes from the glass industry as well, where platinum is used to coat ovens and other equipment 138 

for glass production26. Two sectors with a potentially large demand for platinum in the future are 139 

electrolysers (Process 14) and fuel cells (Process 15; only fuel cell vehicles are considered, as we 140 

assume that stationary and portable fuel cell power will have a negligible role in future energy 141 

systems due to efficiency and cost). Electrolysers produce hydrogen powered by electricity, 142 

which in the most sustainable way is generated from renewable sources (e.g., wind power). A 143 

fuel cell is the reverse technology of an electrolyser, which consumes hydrogen to produce 144 

electricity and water. The investment sector (Process 5) refers to platinum demand in the 145 

financial sector and commodity market, through purchase of bars and coins, and is best 146 

considered as storage of platinum without loss. 147 

 148 
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The last phase is end of life management where the platinum is either returned to the market, for 149 

use in a manufacturing process, or lost to landfills or the environment (Processes 20-23). Two 150 

distinct platinum recycling routes were differentiated:  151 

 In closed loop recycling, the platinum-containing product (and the embodied platinum) is 152 

owned by the industry through all life stages27. This means that, in general, the same amount 153 

of recycled platinum as was delivered to end of life management are returned to the 154 

manufacturing processes within the same sector, minus very small losses in refining. 155 

Currently platinum recycling from the glass, petroleum refining, chemical production, and 156 

electrolysers sectors are examples of closed loop recycling.  157 

 In open loop recycling, the recycled platinum is sold on the global market, and may 158 

subsequently be used in any sectors that use platinum. Currently, the jewellery, electrical 159 

products, autocatalysts and fuel cells in transportation units, and all other applications are all 160 

recycled in open loops.  161 

 162 

Losses of platinum occur throughout the entire life cycle starting from extraction and production. 163 

For losses in manufacturing and use, we assumed (based on literature4,28,29) that manufacturing 164 

losses are considered only for jewelry, electrical, and other products, because platinum in these 165 

sectors is handled in a hard solid form, and losses in the use stage (e.g., dissipation) are mainly 166 

found in the catalyst based products and the glass industry. The losses in end of life management 167 

vary depending on the end-use sector and the stage in the recycling chain. The largest losses in 168 

end of life management are in the open loop recycling end-use sectors where collection (e.g., of 169 

electrical products) and the existence of less professional operators (e.g., in autocatalyst pre-170 
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processing/decanning) can be a challenge. While losses in the final stage of the recycling chain, 171 

refining, are very low and already near thermodynamic limits. 172 

   173 

Figure 1.  System definition of the global anthropogenic platinum cycle. Methods to derive 174 

different stocks and flows are visualized by colors of arrows and stock boxes, which is further 175 

detailed below and in the in the Supporting Information (SI). The processes are numbered (1-23) 176 
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so that it is easier to refer to flows using symbols; for example, F6-11 represents the flow from 177 

Process 6 (coating ovens) to Process 11 (glass production). 178 

 179 

2.2 Simulation of historical stocks and flows 180 

We used a dynamic MFA approach30 for quantifying the global historical platinum cycle from 181 

1975 to 2016.  In such an approach, the stock in use and waste flow generation are simulated by 182 

the historical apparent consumption of platinum by end-use sector and their corresponding 183 

lifetime (e.g., waste streams from use phase to end of life management, see Equation (1)). The 184 

other upstream and downstream flows are subsequently calculated by either transfer coefficients 185 

(e.g., all loss flows), statistics (e.g., all flows from the market to manufacturing), or the mass 186 

balance principle (e.g., all flows from manufacturing to use phase), as detailed in Figure 1 for an 187 

example of the glass production (Process 11) sector (the same applies for all other sectors; see 188 

details in Table S1 in the SI).  189 

𝐹 ,  𝐹 ,   𝐹 ,   ∗
1

𝜎 ∗ √2 ∗ 𝜋
∗ 𝑒 ∗               1  190 

in which 𝐹 ,  represents the waste flow generation, n is the year in focus, σ is the standard 191 

deviation, μ is the mean lifetime of the product, and X represents age of the cohort.  192 

 193 

The primary source of platinum consumption data is the market purchase estimates by sector 194 

reported by Johnson Matthey31. These data are directly used for the open loop recycling sectors 195 

as their corresponding apparent consumption, whereas they are further adjusted by adding up 196 

simulated internal recycling flows as the apparent consumption of the closed loop recycling 197 

sectors. 198 

 199 
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We assumed the platinum stock in use before 1975 is negligible, due to data gaps. The impact of 200 

this assumption on current stocks and flows in 2016 is limited because the lifetime of many 201 

platinum end-use products is shorter than 20 years. The impact on jewellery (with a lifetime of 202 

35 years or more) and close loop recycling sectors is higher (especially for jewellery stock 203 

estimation in the 1970s and 1980s) than that of the open loop recycling sectors, because the 204 

platinum input that occurred 40 years ago may still be recycled within closed loop sectors with 205 

high recycling rates. 206 

 207 

The lifetimes for each end-use sector13,4 and transfer coefficients of the manufacturing, 208 

collection, recycling, concentration, smelting, and refining processes 13,4,28,32,33,34,29 are based on 209 

literature and detailed in the SI. 210 

 211 

2.3 Scenario setting and simulation of future stocks and flows 212 

A prospective top-down, stock-driven approach is used to quantify the future global platinum 213 

cycle. In other words, we model the future demand of platinum by end-use sector and other flows 214 

(e.g., recycling, losses, production, and extraction) based on the services provided by their 215 

corresponding in-use stocks, which are assumed based on their historical patterns and the need of 216 

a global green transition. Sensitivity analysis was also conducted to evaluate the impact of key 217 

model parameters, in addition to the various scenarios developed.   218 

 219 

The levels of detail for the future stock growth assumptions vary by sector, based on the relative 220 

importance of that sector in the total use and our understanding of influencing parameters. We 221 

have grouped them into three categories as shown in Figure 2 and explained below.   222 
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 223 

 224 

Figure 2. Conceptual model framework for the stock driven approach to quantify the 225 

future global platinum cycle, with details on stock estimations and assumptions made for 226 

the three different sectors (transportation, electrolysers, and all other sectors) and how 227 

they are used for quantification of recycling, collection, production, and losses. Individual 228 

graph legends: a) Platinum content over time in fuel cell, gasoline, and diesel cars with fast, 229 

medium, and slow technological development; b) Market shares of different car engines over 230 

time in the fuel cell scenario; c) The fast, medium, and slow development of global car 231 
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ownership; d) Platinum content in electrolysers over time; e) Estimated installed capacity of 232 

electrolysers by 2050 in the 16 Danish energy scenarios (details in the SI), with red, yellow, and 233 

green boxes representing our high, medium, and low scenarios; and f) Example of jewellery 234 

future platinum stock on an aggregated per capita level in high, medium and low scenarios.  235 

 236 

2.3.1 Transportation 237 

The transportation sector is modelled in a detailed bottom-up approach. Autocatalyst currently 238 

represents the largest end use of platinum, and, together with fuel cells, the transportation sector 239 

is likely to remain the prominent use in the future. The factors included in the platinum stock 240 

(𝑓 𝑥 , x for a specific year) assumptions of the transportation sector are vehicle ownership per 241 

thousand persons (VO), from the International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers 242 

(2016) (OICA), population forecast (P) from the United Nations (2017), platinum intensity (PtI) 243 

in all type of vehicles, and market penetration (MP) of different types of vehicles, as shown in 244 

Equation (2): 245 

𝑓 𝑥 𝑉𝑂 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝑡𝐼 , ∗ 𝑀𝑃 , 𝑉𝑂 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝑡𝐼 , ∗ 𝑀𝑃 ,246 

 𝑉𝑂 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝑡𝐼  , ∗ 𝑀𝑃  ,               2  247 

 248 

The current platinum intensity in diesel and gasoline cars is calculated based on the PGM content 249 

of autocatalysts37 and the platinum content of PGMs38 (ending up as 3.75 grams and 0.32 grams, 250 

respectively, per diesel and gasoline car). The future platinum intensity in cars depends on future 251 

emissions regulation and price of PGMs, and varies from 1.5 to 3 grams and from 0.1 to 0.3 252 

grams in 2050 in our scenarios per diesel and gasoline car, respectively. The platinum content in 253 

a single fuel cell is assumed to be 20 grams per car at present39, which is representative of the 254 
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lowest levels demonstrated today. Depending on which future scenario may prevail, this may 255 

vary from 0 to 8 grams in 2050 in our scenarios (see figure 2a).  256 

 257 

We assume that the global average vehicle ownership would follow an S-curve and saturate at 258 

the current level of Europe (471 cars/1000 persons) by 2050 as the baseline scenario. A ± 50% 259 

difference is considered in the high (706 cars/1000 persons, close to the current level of USA) 260 

and low (235 cars /1000 persons) saturation level scenarios at 2050 (see figure 2c).  261 

 262 

The market penetration of different vehicle engine types is key to platinum demand scenarios. 263 

We simulated the market penetration as an S-curve from 2016 to 2050 and have considered three 264 

scenarios for the year 2050 market share, inspired by the International Energy Agency40,1,41,42, 16 265 

Danish energy scenarios (detailed in the SI), and a study conducted by Precious Metal Watch37.  266 

i. A Reference (REF) scenario assuming that the car market share remains the same as of 267 

today (20% diesel, 79% gasoline, and 1% battery cars);  268 

ii. A fuel cell scenario assumed a high share of 30% for fuel cell cars (the remaining: 5% 269 

diesel, 45% gasoline, and 20% battery cars); and  270 

iii. A battery scenario with 80% of battery cars in the market (the remaining: 5% diesel and 271 

15% gasoline cars). The fuel cell scenario is shown as an example in Figure 2b.  272 

 273 

2.3.2 Electrolysers 274 

Figure 2d shows the development of platinum intensity in electrolysers. The starting point in 275 

2016 is set as 1 kg/MW installed capacity, which among others43 is based on a real world project 276 
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“DuraPEM”44. The ending point in 2050 on 0.25 kg/MW is estimated based on an industry 277 

report45 and two journal articles46,47 on the future technology prospect.  278 

 279 

The demand for electrolysers depends fundamentally on the future energy system. There are 280 

currently no global demand forecasts for the capacity of electrolysers. Denmark has undertaken 281 

however many detailed analysis of the paths towards a full sustainable energy transition, which 282 

takes into consideration the role of electrolysers, and is therefore chosen as the reference point 283 

for predicting the future global demand for electrolysers.  284 

 285 

The installed capacity of electrolysers to 2050, as predicted by 16 different Danish energy 286 

system analyses, forms the basis (see Figure 2e and details in the SI) for our high, medium, and 287 

low scenarios (red, yellow, and green bars, respectively, in Figure 2e). We have extrapolated the 288 

Danish demand of platinum for electrolysers to all other countries and derived a global total, 289 

based on a factor of population (2016 to 2050, from the United Nations forecast)36 and a scaling 290 

indicator of technology readiness index of a country (from the World Bank)48. This index 291 

consists of, for example, companies spending on R&D, the creativity of its scientific community, 292 

and personal computer and internet penetration rates. We assumed that the relationship between 293 

each country and Denmark’s technology index level stays the same from 2005 to 2050. Such an 294 

extrapolated global total was deemed a good proxy, given the data gaps. Also, the Danish 295 

electrolyser forecasts are based on energy scenarios that compare the need for electrolysis with 296 

the need for biomass input with a global limit. When compared with the scenario in the 297 

Hydrogen Roadmap Europe49, which estimates an electrolyser installed capacity of about 298 
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800,000 MW (assuming a capacity factor of 50 % and an efficiency of 65 %), our extrapolated 299 

European total capacity falls in the same range (about a quarter higher). 300 

 301 

2.3.3 All other sectors except transportation and electrolysers 302 

The platinum use in all other sectors, including the chemical, glass, petroleum refining, 303 

investment, medical, electrical, and other sectors, is considered on an aggregated level as per 304 

capita stock of each sector. We assumed a medium 2050 saturation level for the global per capita 305 

stock of each sector based on their historical patterns (with ±30% as high and low scenarios) and 306 

modelled the stock growth from 2016 to 2050 as an S-curve. The global population forecast is 307 

based on the United Nations projections36. More details are provided in the SI. 308 

 309 

2.4 Reserves and supply concentration 310 

Global reserves of PGMs, defined as that part of the total resources in the Earth’s crust that are 311 

economically and technically feasible to extract with prices and technology at the time of 312 

determination,50 is estimated by United States Geological Survey (USGS) to be around 69,000 313 

tonnes of PGMs equivalent in 2016. Nassar et al 51 have collected  platinum content data for 21 314 

PGM mines (detailed in Figure S1 in the SI), which varies from 37.1% to 57.6% with an average 315 

of 51.3% This equates to a global platinum reserve from 25,599 tonnes to 40,917 tonnes with an 316 

average of 35,379 tonnes in 2016, based on the assumption that those 21 mines are representative 317 

of the global platinum reserves in terms of  PGMs ore grade.  318 

 319 
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We have further applied the widely used Herfindahl–Hirschman Index (HHI) to determine the 320 

production concentration based on the percentages of production/refining per country in the 321 

world’s total (𝑥 ), as shown in Equation (3): 322 

𝐻𝐻𝐼 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 … . 𝑥                   3  323 

Recycling is important for platinum supply. Therefore we have included recycling data31 in the 324 

HHI calculation, which means open loop recycling flows that usually take place close to the 325 

demand, were subtracted.  326 

 327 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 328 

3.1 The historical and present global platinum cycle. 329 

Figure 3 shows results of the global stocks and flows of platinum in 2016. It is shown that the 330 

autocatalyst sector uses the most primary platinum (103.6 tonnes), which is not surprising, 331 

because almost all new cars with combustion engines have an autocatalyst. However, when 332 

closed loop recycling is taken into account, the total secondary platinum supply exceeds the 333 

primary supply, and the glass industry would have the largest gross use of platinum (105.1 334 

tonnes). It should be noted that these large closed loop recycling flows are usually not shown in 335 

the industry’s market statistics (e.g., from Johnson Matthey), because such platinum flows are 336 

not counted as market transactions. However, considering their significant size and relatively 337 

short lifetime, it is important to understand these flows in order to better characterize future 338 

platinum demand and in particular their consequent economic and environmental implications 339 

(e.g., short lifetime and thus rapid circulation of platinum in closed loop recycling may result in  340 

more energy use for maintaining the same amount of platinum products in use). 341 

 342 
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343 

 344 

Figure 3. The global platinum cycle in 2016 in tonnes, with details of (a) market purchase and 345 

gross demand (including close loop recycling flows) for platinum by sector, and (b) losses of 346 

platinum by life cycle stage and (c) by end-use sector. The “stock change” is the balance 347 

difference of the market process.  348 

 349 
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Due to increasing levels of global car ownership, there are 1,364 tonnes of platinum accumulated 350 

in the current global car fleet in 2016. The jewellery sector, unexpectedly, was simulated to have 351 

the largest stock of platinum (1,865 tonnes) mainly because of their long lifetime (on average 35 352 

years4). The investment and glass industry follow with the third (330 tonnes) and fourth (209 353 

tonnes) largest platinum stock in use, though at a much lower level. All sectors, except the 354 

electrical product sector, show an increasing trend in per capita platinum stock since 2006. The 355 

declining trend in platinum per capita in the electrical product sector may be related to the 356 

general decline in the content of other precious metals in electrical products.52 357 

 358 

The total loss of platinum in the whole life cycle added up to 111.9 tonnes in 2016, or around 359 

half of the global amount mined (231.5 tonnes). After ore processing to produce a Pt concentrate 360 

(32% of total loss), the second largest loss (29% of total) is found at the end of life collection, in 361 

which the transportation (autocatalysts) sector contributed the most. A comparison of our 362 

modelled results with historical data on the quantity of platinum recycled from autocatalysts (see 363 

SI Table S8 and S9 for details) showed that collection rate of 70% provided a good fit between 364 

the modelled and historical data. This collection rate reflects the fact that EoL cars may be 365 

exported to less developed countries, where proper or sufficient infrastructure and systems are 366 

not yet available29 and that these flows are not easily tracked and recorded in market statistics. 367 

The manufacturing and use phases together contribute to the third largest loss (17% of total), 368 

which is in line with the results of an earlier study focusing on anthropogenic losses of platinum 369 

in 201053. All losses occuring in EoL management are relatively small compared to the overall 370 

use of platinum, largely due to the high value of platinum, which incentivizes high recycling 371 

rates. Even with the relatively high collection and recycling rate the accumulative loss from 1975 372 
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to 2016 from collection and recycling in the autocatalysts sector adds up to more than 450 373 

tonnes, which is the highest of all other sectors (around three times higher than the second largest 374 

sector, jewellery). Our results for the 2016 global platinum cycle in Figure 2 are generally in line 375 

with the 2010 global platinum cycle modelled by Nedal4. Both studies concluded that the closed 376 

loop recycling flows are almost as big as the primary use of platinum and that the autocatalyst 377 

and jewellery sectors have the largest in-use stocks of platinum. When compared with a study for 378 

the 2004 European PGM cycle14, the relative relationships among flows and sectors (for the 379 

same year 2004) are also in good agreement. Another study54 describing the European platinum 380 

cycle for the year 2012 simulates the European net addition to stock at 12 tonnes and platinum 381 

stock at 710 tonnes, giving a ratio of 1.7%. This is lower than our result (3%, with net addition to 382 

stock at 111 tones and total stock at 3,753 tonnes in 2012) for the global platinum cycle. Such a 383 

lower ratio on the global level is expected, because many developing countries are still building 384 

up stocks, whereas Europe already has mature stocks in many sectors. Moreover, the referenced 385 

study54 showed that 20% of platinum input (from both primary and open loop recycling) comes 386 

from post-consumer functional recycling; whereas this percentage in our global model, without 387 

considering closed loop recycling, is 26%. We presumed this indicates the significant role of 388 

trade on a regional/country level. 389 

 390 

3.2 Primary global demand of platinum and global platinum cycle by 2050. 391 

Figure 4 presents how global aggregated values of primary demand for platinum are influenced 392 

by different key parameters, in the REF, fuel cell (the high demand scenario), and battery (the 393 

low demand scenario) scenarios. The thick green line in the middle of each scenario shows the 394 

starting point, where all parameters are set to medium. The first line above represents high 395 
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population and the first line below represents low population, both with all other parameters set 396 

to medium. By changing one parameter after another, continuing upwards, we move towards the 397 

most aggressive case in all three scenarios and continuing downwards towards the least 398 

aggressive case, to show the potential range of future platinum demand.  399 

 400 
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  401 

Figure 4. Accumulative global primary demand for platinum by 2050, with absolute 402 

sensitivities when changing one parameter after another in the three scenarios a) REF, b) 403 

fuel cell, and c) battery, d) a comparison of all three scenarios with the same Y-axis, and e) 404 

the global platinum cycle with accumulated flows from 2017 to 2050 and stocks in 2050 in 405 

the case of middle fuel cell scenario.  In a), b), and c) the thick green line in the middle 406 

represents the aggregated demand, with all parameters set to medium. The first line above shows 407 

the result when the parameter population is set to high; the second line above shows the result 408 

when the two parameters, population (the parameter that was changed in the first line) and per 409 

capita stock of platinum in other sectors than transportation and electrolysers, are set to high; and 410 

so forth. This allows us to see the combined effect of changing several parameters. The three 411 

e) Global platinum cycle, 2017-2050 
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(high, average and low) estimated global reserves of platinum in 2016 (see definition in section 412 

2.4 and discussion in section 3.3.1) are only in the high demand fuel cell scenarios exceeded by 413 

the demand.  414 

 415 

The total aggregated demand for platinum from 2016 to 2050 varies between 5 kt (the least 416 

aggressive battery scenario) to 51.4 kt (the most aggressive fuel cell scenario). The medium 417 

cases in the three scenarios are 9.8 kt for the battery scenario, 13.1 kt for the REF scenario, and 418 

24.6 kt for the fuel cell scenario. The main demand in the medium REF scenario is found in 419 

autocatalysts, followed closely by electrolysers which together account for above 63% of the 420 

primary demand. In the medium battery scenario, this percentage falls to 52% due to a lower 421 

demand for autocatalyst. The main demand in the medium fuel cell scenario is not surprisingly 422 

fuel cells, which represents 58% of the primary demand (more than three time as much as 423 

electrolysers). 424 

 425 

It can be seen that population change affects all sectors in all the three scenarios (since it is the 426 

first parameter we set to change in different scenarios), but to what extent the other parameters 427 

affect the demand of platinum in different sectors varies in different scenarios. For example, the 428 

impact of changing car ownership and platinum intensity in cars (due to engine technology 429 

improvements) is larger in the fuel cell scenarios than in the battery scenarios, because fuel cells 430 

in 2016 have a much higher platinum intensity than gasoline, diesel, and battery cars. It should 431 

be noted that, if we change the order of parameter change in the scenarios in Figure 4, the 432 

aggregated effects on platinum demand would still be the same but the contribution of each 433 

parameter may be different. 434 
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 435 

The impact of two parameters, demand for electrolysers and per capita platinum stock in other 436 

sectors than transportation and electrolysers, is the same in all the three scenarios. However, 437 

there is a difference between changing the demand of electrolysers from medium to low than 438 

from medium to high, since the parameter population is changed before the demand of 439 

electrolysers. The percentage of demand increase is larger than that of demand decrease, because 440 

of the population factor used in electrolysers demand calculation.  441 

  442 

Figure 3 shows that the current stock of platinum is 1364 tonnes in autocatalysts (the only 443 

considerable use in the transportation sector in 2016) and this stock changes to between 300 and 444 

6427 tonnes in our scenarios with global car ownership rising to the European 2016 levels in 445 

2050 and the gradual change of engine technologies. For example, in the REF scenario in which 446 

99% of the cars still run on gasoline and diesel, the stock of platinum in the transportation sector 447 

will change to 800-6500 tonnes (due to technological development, population, and car 448 

ownership increase). Such an increase is even more marked (2500-24400 tonnes) in all versions 449 

of fuel cell scenarios, because the platinum demand increase due to increasing fuel cell 450 

penetration will make up for, and eventually exceed, the decrease as a result of the phase-out of 451 

gasoline and diesel engines. It can also be seen in Figure 4b that several of the scenarios has a 452 

declining demand in the years close to 2050, which relates mainly to technological development 453 

that decreases platinum content in fuel cells. 454 

 455 

However, the introduction of electric cars may result in a major decrease of platinum demand. In 456 

all versions of the battery scenarios (with 80% of electric cars), the platinum stock in the 457 
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transportation sector will decrease, with the lowest reaching around half (700 tonnes) of the 458 

current level. This renders more secondary resources available from autocatalysts recycling for 459 

use in electrolysers, whose demand in high (4000 tonnes), medium (2100 tonnes), and low (750 460 

tonnes) scenarios is higher than the decrease in platinum used in combustion engine cars. It is 461 

worth mentioning that, while the battery scenarios may not cause supply shortages for platinum, 462 

they may do so for other metals, such as cobalt and lithium. 55 463 

 464 

Figure 4(e) shows, an example of the medium fuel cell scenario, an overview of the future global 465 

platinum cycle with accumulated flows from 2017 to 2050 and stocks in 2050. When compared to 466 

the current situation (Figure 3), the most notable changes are the large inflows into electrolysis 467 

and fuel cells and their large stocks-in-use built up in the next decades. The stock of autocatalyst 468 

and electrical products will decrease, as the accumulated outflows are larger than the accumulated 469 

inflows. The autocatalyst sector has dropped from the largest consumption of primary platinum in 470 

2016 to only the fourth after fuel cells, electrolysers, and jewellery in 2050. The largest loss occurs 471 

in concentration just as in 2016, but the collection of fuel cells is now the sector with the second 472 

largest loss (see Figure S12 in the SI). 473 

 474 

The sensitivity analysis results with each key model parameter changed one at a time are shown 475 

for a case of the medium fuel cell scenario in Figures S14 and S15. The sensitivity analysis 476 

investigates the importance of each parameter on the accumulative primary demand.  Figure S14 477 

shows that lifetime has by far the largest influence on the accumulative demand (a ± 10% change 478 

leads to above 900 tonnes in the change of primary platinum demand). Extraction loss rate 479 

follows with the second largest impact, while other parameters such as manufacturing loss, use 480 
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phase loss, collection efficiency, and recycling loss have a very small effect on the final primary 481 

demand, because these loss rates are already low at present. For those key parameters included in 482 

the scenarios in Figure 4 (Figure S15), cars ownership and technological development in 483 

transportation are found to have much larger impact on accumulative primary platinum demand 484 

than other parameters such as population, per capita platinum stock in other sectors, and demand 485 

of electrolysers in 2050. 486 

 487 

3.3 Discussion on potential bottleneck of platinum supply and mitigation strategies. 488 

3.3.1 Geological availability. When the global demand of platinum in different scenarios (see 489 

Figure 4) is compared with the 2016 estimation of reserves, it can be concluded that, except in 490 

the most aggressive fuel cell scenarios, the future platinum supply will not face geological 491 

constraints. Even if the lowest estimate on platinum reserves at 25,599 tonnes was used for 492 

comparison, it is only the demand of the 5 highest fuel cell scenarios (out of 11 fuel cell 493 

scenarios) that ends above the 2016 estimated reserves.  494 

 495 

This comparison does not capture the dynamic nature of reserves, which vary in response to 496 

changes in many factors, e.g. economic (e.g., an increase in willingness to pay more for platinum 497 

makes other extraction methods and/or sources economically viable), technological (e.g., which 498 

facilitates new discoveries or mining at greater depths), and regulatory (e.g., the rezoning of land 499 

that makes mining possible or impossible).  500 

 501 

The prediction of how reserves will change in the future is out of the scope of this study. 502 

Nevertheless, we may consider how the future reserves might evolve based on the evolution of 503 
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historical reserves. One way would be to consider the historical relationship between annual 504 

reserves change and production in the past two decades, is 0.75:1 from 1997 to 2016, meaning 505 

that for every 4 tonnes of platinum is mined, the reserves increase by 3 tonnes of platinum. 506 

Another way is to forecast is the future development of reserves follows the historical average 507 

development on 138 tonnes reserve growth per year. In the second case, the global platinum 508 

reserves will increase by 4700 tonnes by 2050 to 41000 tonnes (with the average PGMs ore 509 

grade). This kind of evaluation of the dynamic nature of reserves is required for the long term. In 510 

the short to medium term, however, capacity and co-production rates should be used as 511 

indicators instead. 512 

 513 

3.3.2 Geopolitical risks and supply constraints. Rather than geological availability, 514 

geopolitical risks and price fluctuation are more likely to cause future constraints of global 515 

platinum supply, especially in the short and medium term. Since South Africa hosts more than 516 

90% of the presently known reserves, the geopolitical risk to supply constraints is considered 517 

high. If calculated based on the percentages of production/refining per country (without 518 

recycling), the HHI value of platinum is already above 5000, much higher than the criticality 519 

threshold of 250056. Supply shortages and consequent price peaks due to geopolitical risks have 520 

already been seen with cobalt, palladium, and rare earth metals in recent decades57. Platinum has 521 

also faced similar threats in recent years, most notably with the striking of 70,000 South African 522 

platinum workers in 2014-2015, which cut off ~40% of global platinum production.  523 

   524 

There are additional factors which may add to the potential supply bottleneck, such as declining 525 

ore grade (e.g., the mines in South Africa have experienced declining ore grade throughout their 526 
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lifetime17) and considerable share of co-production. About 18% of the platinum currently mined 527 

is mined as co-production4, e.g. palladium and platinum are mined as co-products of nickel in 528 

Russia.  529 

 530 

3.3.3 Mitigation strategies and opportunities and challenges for substitution and recycling. 531 

The consequence of a shortage in production of platinum may be temporarily mitigated by 532 

depletion of stocks at the mines and in the investment sector. Long-term mitigation strategies 533 

include exploration for new deposits to diversify the supply base, better use of the resource 534 

potential of mine waste, improved co-production rates, better collection in the open loop 535 

recycling sectors, spreading the use of best available practices and technologies in recycling, 536 

substitution, and demand management.  537 

 538 

The most likely substitutes for platinum in many applications are metals with similar properties 539 

to platinum, in particular the other five platinum group metals (ruthenium, rhodium, palladium, 540 

osmium, and iridium), nickel, cobalt, and gold. However, all other PGMs are already used in 541 

almost all platinum containing end uses58, making any further substitution hard4. For example, 542 

iridium  can substitute platinum in electrolysis, but iridium is also a very limited resource59; and 543 

the same is for palladium use in autocatalyst. Moreover, these other five PGMs are often mined 544 

as co-products of platinum, which in the event of a geopolitical supply disruption makes these 545 

metals insufficient as substitutes for platinum4. Using metals outside the PGM group is possible, 546 

but there are usually either negative technical or economic trade-offs4. Substitution can also 547 

happen on the component level (e.g., Polymer Electrolyte Membrane electrolysis is replaced by 548 
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platinum free Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cells or Alkaline ones) and product level (e.g., fuel cell 549 

cars are replaced by battery cars), which deserves closer investigation in the future.  550 

 551 

Recycling is also an important strategy for addressing supply constraints in the long run, as it 552 

generally occurs where the products are used and technologies are available (not limited to 553 

geological distribution). For example, when recycling is included, the current HHI index of 554 

platinum is very close to 2500, making it borderline critical60. As platinum demand and stocks 555 

continue to increase in the following decades, platinum scrap is expected to become more 556 

available, as shown in our scenarios, indicating increasing opportunities for recycling, especially 557 

in industrialized countries such as Europe and the U.S. Another advantage of recycling is the 558 

environmental benefit, since the emission intensity from recycling platinum is substantially 559 

lower than that from primary production. 560 

 561 

However, several challenges are foreseen for platinum recycling in the global green transition. 562 

First, the leakages of EoL products to countries with less robust recycling infrastructure and 563 

technologies (e.g., in terms of export of second hand vehicles) could reduce the overall 564 

availability for recycling14. Second, the material specification and design of products is 565 

becoming more complex in the electrical and automotive sectors, which may challenge the 566 

current recycling infrastructure. Third, the high price of platinum has already incentivised the 567 

optimization of recycling and manufacturing streams, which indicates that further improvements 568 

in recycling are not easily achieved even if the price rises. Last but not least, the future platinum 569 

scrap supply may change significantly in the future, which may require significant adaptations to 570 

the recycling chain. For example, if the use of fuel cells and electrolysers increases as seen in 571 
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some scenarios here, the recycling landscape will shift from one that is mainly dominated by 572 

autocatalyst scrap today, to one that is more diverse due to the addition of fuel cell and 573 

electrolyser scrap. The technological development that lowers the platinum content in fuel cells 574 

could make recycling in a few scenarios less attractive in the far future. 575 

 576 

3.3.4 Future work. Our global scenario results indicate that there is enough platinum to supply 577 

future global demand, but the high HHI value also suggests potential supply bottlenecks at a 578 

regional or national level. A multi-regional trade-linked platinum cycle can help explore these 579 

aspects by using more specific demand assumptions by sector by region/country and by more 580 

explicit consideration of the role of international trade of raw, intermediate, final, and EoL 581 

products in the value chain. This will be addressed in our future work. 582 
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